Despite our advanced technologies, many aircraft and cruise ship disasters that occurred recently were considered the proof for the unannounced errors derived from artificial products of forecast and navigation. However, people will not suffer these misfortunes if they receive an early warning from a natural phenomenon, and then can predict a threat ahead. For example, several hours before a storm hits, frogs increase their calling, or as an old adage, “Wind from the south brings rain in its mouth.” Likewise, this proposal is an attempt to bring a relative warning sign to the voyages, not in an architectural form, but like natural phenomena.

In the daytime, the design appears as 3D floating islands carrying the vivid greenery of native plants. Each is protected by a sphere greenhouse. Inside it, visitors can relax and feel the fresh air released from the plants. Far from the site, the sailors can estimate the distance from them to the sinking sign. The distance is safe when they see only 32 tiny dots, but it is danger when they realize 32 extraordinary floating islands.

At night, the architectural elements of the design are disappeared, and replaced by 32 shining stars hunting among their surrounding counterparts as if they were part of the universe - a special part representing 32 lost souls in Costa Concordia disaster. And when it comes to their sacred mission, these souls become the guardian stars warning as a phenomenal signal from nature, to continue the unfinished stories in the next exciting adventure.